
iWire
Wire Punch & Binding Equipment

With its modern and compact design, the iWire punch and 
binding machine is the perfect all-in-one solution for any office 

environment. The simple 2-step setup and 15 sheet single
punch capacity makes your binding job easier than ever! 

Equipped with built-in wire master selector to help determine 
correct wire size to be used for any given book thickness. 

Includes vertical punching to ensure document alignment with 
every punch. Individually cast-hardened and heat-treated 

steel punch dies ensure years of trouble-free operation. The 
economical iWire also features an  ergonomic handle, wire closer 

selector, wire scatch and anti-dust cover.

iCoil 
Manual Coil Punch & Electric Inserter
The Akiles iCoil Series is perfect for a small office or for any user who 
needs to occasionally bind coil documents. This combination binding 
machine offers an inexpensive way to bind coil documents easily and 
efficiently. Capable of punching up 15 sheets of 20lb. paper per lift, 
both the  iCoil-41 and iCoil-41 Plus are designed for low volume color 
coil applications while providing the style and mechanical efficiency 
you come to expect from Akiles machines. This small punch makes a 
previously expensive binding style available to a whole new
group of users, offering features such a foot pedal controlled
electric inserter, a coil size selector, side margin control, and vertical 
punching for easy alignment.
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iLam
Professional 13.4” Pouch Laminator
The Akiles iLam 240 and 340 Pouch Laminators
were  designed with a heavy duty motor and high
quality components to render many years of trouble-free 
performance. This laminator comes equipped with a digital 
temperature control with a two color indicator knob, controlling both power
and heat levels. The Akiles iLam 340 is easy to operate and provides you the durability 
and finished quality you would expect from an Akiles machine. Heated rollers in the 
Akiles iLam 240 and iLam 340 render crystal clear and bubble free lamination. The 
Akiles iLam Series is able to laminate all standard pouches, of various thicknesses, 
composition, or melting point. The Akiles iLam 340 is easy to use with an ingenious 
easy jam release and reverse button, making your laminating tasks worry free. 
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